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M O N TC LA R IO N
Montclair, N J 07043

Thun., Dec. 12, 1974

wrmm

M O N T C L A R IO N / Jo h n D elery

DREIDEL GAMES wpre a part o f the Jewish Student Union's Chanukah celebration in the Student Center last
Tuesday which commemorated the t in t day o f the Jewish festival.

W oter
Main Break
Still 'A Mystery'
By Mary Cuomo
The cause of a two-week bout with the water main system on campus which left the upper floors of
Bohn Hall dry and crippled most of the campus at the end of last week is still a mystery to campus
officials.
A b atter/ of pressure tests have been administered by the Montclair Water Department and the
results may provide officials with some insight into the location of the problem.

A broken water pipe had been discovered on the southern side of Bohn Hall on Nov. 29 when the
campus maintenance crew noticed an expanding water puddle on the asphalt driveway next to the
dorm itory.
A gas leak opposite the speech building delayed action by the crew on the water pipe until Dec. 2
The Mater has been shut o ff at
Bohn Hall four times this semester,
due to problems w ith the pipes,
according to
Joseph
McGinty,
maintenance director. "We've been
having problems w ith the water
pressure in this building for over a
month now," he said.
Because of the problem, water in
most of the college was turned off
last Thursday and Friday at various
times, rendering water fountains dry
and the lavatories inoperable.
"The water situation on campus is
in fact a problem which now requires
not only the assistance of the college
maintenance crew but the state
D epa rtm e nt
of
Building
and
Construction and the Montclair
Water department," related Vincent
C alabrese,
vice
president
of
administration and finance
The state department w ill also be
conducting a test to pinpoint the
problem .
A 1971 report by the MSC
engineers stated that the water
system was satisfactory and could
handle the future demands of new
buildings on campus, according to
MSC officials.
Calabrese
added
that
"an
investigation of the 1971 report w ill
be conducted, if these tests (by the
Montclair Water Department and
state department) show that the
system is inadequate."
McGinty related that " I f it
weren't for the noticeable problem of
the low pressure in Bohn Hall we
probably wouldn't realize that there
was a breakage in the system."

WMSC Makes the Air Waves On 90.3 fm
(See Page Three)

M O N T C L A R IO N / Je rry Saplenza

SANTA VISITS: The popular North Pole resident came to MSC's Student
Center last Friday to help out Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional business '
fraternity, with its drawing for a portable television set. In between his duties,
Santa found time for some young folks in the Center and lent an ear to
Christmas requests.

MSC Rapped for Fund Misuse
Montclair State College has been charged w ith misusing more
than$50,000in federal aid funds specified for "special services to
disadvantaged students."
The US Department of Health, Education and Welfare claimed in
a routine audit dated Nov. 1,1974, that the college failed to comply
with the terms of the grant which was given from July 1, 1972
through April 9, 1973.
According to MSC President Dr. David W. D. Dickson, the funds
were used for "supportive academic services"for students in both the
Weekend College and the Educational Opportunity Fund (EOF).
The weekend college is a program for black and Hispanic students
from economically disadvantaged families and includes courses in
language development.
THE ORIGINAL grant was for a sum of $39,559; however, the
audit asserted that MSC had drawn more than $13,000 after the
termination of the grant.
Among the charges leveled in the audit were;
***M any students enrolled in the program were not US citizens,
as required by the provisions o f the grant. Enrollment of ineligible
students, the audit said, was the primary cause of the department's
terminating further aid to the program.
***MSC could not produce documentation to support the
financial eligibility requirements for any o f thestudents enrolled in
the program. Dickson asserted that students above the maximum
income level was a major complaint by the department.
***M SC was charged w ith paying employe salaries from the
grant monies, even though such salaries were supposed to come
from college funds, according to the conditions of the grant.
* • 'Expenditures for postage, telephone bills, materials and
supplies were allegedly paid for w ith grant money when, in fact the

college was required to pay for these items w ith its own funds.
* * * A report of program expenditures was allegedly not
supported by the college's own accounting records.
The auditors have given the college a 30-day period in which to
respond to the audit, however, MSC vice president for business and
administration Vincent Calabrese told a reporter, "Wehaveasked the
department for a 60-day extension so that we can look into the
specific charges raised by the auditors."
Calabrese added that the college might have to return a portion
of the money. "B ut I don't think we w ill be required to return all of
the money."
DICKSON REMARKED, "It's not likely we'll be charged w ith
the whole $50,000."
The auditor's report stated, "O ur review disclosed serious
weaknesses in the f inancial administration of the grant as well as in
the implementation of certain program objectives."
Dickson asserted that at the time of the grant's implementation,
both the college and the HEW were "naive" and both were “ less
than thoroughly responsible."
" I don't want to knock Dr. (Thomas H.) Richardson (who was
the college president at that tim e )/' Dickson added when he cited
the misinterpretation of a blank space on'an application.
DICKSON STATED that the Weekend College is funded in "the
normal way out of normal legislative funds" and that students "pay
their tuition like everyone else."
The grant, he asserted, was for "additional tutorial services."
Dickson charged that certain press coverage o f the audit had
been inaccurate. "Misappropriation is hardly an appropriate word"
for the use of the funds, he remarked.
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TOOAY, THURS., Dec. 12
FILM : "Decameron," In Italian, English subtitles.
Room 120, Math/Science Building, 7 pm and 9:30
pm. Sponsored by the Italian Club. Donation: $1.
Proceeds to Italian Club Scholarship Fund.
LEC TU R E:
‘ ‘ P sychocultural
Factors
of
Longevity,” by Dr. Sula Benet. Russ Hall Lounge,
4 pm. Free.
THEATER: "The Lady's Not fo r Burning." Studio
Theater, 8:30 pm. Sponsored by Major Theater
Series. Also Friday and Saturday at 8:30 pm.
Matinee Friday at 2:15 pm. Admission: students,
$1.25; general, $2.50; senior citizens, $2.
WRESTLING: Clarion State College (Pa.). Panzer
Gym, 8 pm. Free.
ART
FORUM
LECTURE:
Angela Jansen,
printmaker. Fine Arts Auditorium , 1 pm. Free.
INTERCULTURAL SERIES: "Poland," led by
Irene B. Waga. Includes film and discussion.
Student Center fou rth flo o r meeting rooms, 7 :3 0 '
pm.
Sponsored
by
International
Students
Organization. Free.
AGING IN AMERICA: "The Politics o f Aging,"
w ith Dr. Robert Binstock. Stulberg professor of

law and politics. Student Center ballrooms, 7:30
pm. $2.50 at the door.
CLUB MEETING: College Life Union Board.
Student Center meeting rooms, fourth floor, 4 pm.
SUN., Dec. 15
MAD FABLES: in Concert. Memorial Auditorium ,
8 pm. Sponsored by Stone Hall Dorm Council.
Admission: 75 cents, tickets at the door.
TREE TRIMMING PARTY: Newman House, 1 :30
pm.
MON., Dec. 16
International FOLK DANCING: Panzer Gym, 7:30
pm. Free.
WED., Dec. 18
BASKETBALL: (Men's team). Fairleigh Dickinson
University, Panzer Gym, 8:15 pm. Free w ith
student ID.
SCIENCE FICTION CONFERENCE: a program by
NJ science fiction writers. Slides, movies, games.
Student Center ballrooms, 10 am to 6 pm. Free.
DISCUSSION: Planned Parenthood. Women's
Center, Life Hall, noon. Free.

LIBRARY HOURS
Sprague Library w ill be open
Monday through Friday, between
Dec. 26 and Jan. 22, from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm. The library w ill be
closed on Saturdays and Sundays but
w ill resume regular hours beginning
Jan. 23 at the start of the spring
semester.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
A career package program is being
formulated to provide students w ith
an employment experience. Students
w ill work fu ll time for the semester's
duration and earn 12 free elective
credits.
There are 15 positions open in the
program and not all spots have been

filled. The departments participating
in the program are health, home
e c o n o m ic s ,
p s y c h o lo g y
and
anthropology.
Students w ill be involved in work
c o n c e rn in g
p h y s ic a l
therapy,
recreational
and
working
w ith
emotionally disturbed children.
Those students interested in the
program should contact Freyda C.
Lazarus in room 231 of C olley Hall.
LONGEVITY
A lecture, "The Long-Living
People
of
the
Caucasus:
A
Comparative View of Longevity in
the Soviet Union," w ill be presented
today at 5 pm in Russ Hall Lounge.

La Campana

Next Week's
MONTCLARION
W ill be the Lest Issue
O f the Semester.

Hemophiliac

Advertising Deadline is
Tomorrow a t Noon.

%

Be

R equI ar

a

P I as ma

D onor

Help Us
Help Orli ERS

ancI

Invites You to
Put Your Mind to Work and
Contribute to the

mqjeeutfCGG}
S kls-H art c o m p e titio n s 175 cm . 2
yrs.
o ld ,
new
m a rk e r bind ings,
e x c e lle n t con . $7 5, p h o n e 7 3 6 -5 4 5 2 .
G u ita r lessons — Im p ro v lz e jazz, ro c k ,
blues, lead, slide. Choose w h a t, w hen
and w here to s tu d y . Call M ik e Dugan,
8 9 3 -5 2 7 6 .
Mad Fables In C o n ce rt. S u n d a y, Dec.
15, 8 pm . M e m o ria l A u d ito riu m . 75
cents. Sponsored b y S tone H all d o rm
c o u n c il. T ic k e ts at d o o r.

Trivia Quiz
To be Published in the 1974-75
Yearbook
Questions with Answers May be Turned into the
Yearbook Office,
Life Hall, Second Floor, Before Dec. 23.

PUBLISHING ASSISTANT
Foi F.ducational Magazine
Editing, Paste-Up
So me Art, Typing
Call 293-3442
Frank Balistrieri

9

Michael F .X . Grieco
Mike Finnegan

W h iU

up

EARNINq
TO

$52

Scott Winter

Kids in Need
NEED YOU
Be a Big Brother
Call Sherry or Lynne
Mental Health Services
751-1630, 1631

Monday through Friday
From 9 am to 4 pm
Saturday 9 am to 2 pm
Give Us a Call o r Drop In
Plasma Tec, L td.
781 Bergen A ve.
Jersey C ity, NJ
434-6222

The Paperback
Book Shop
50,000 Paperbacks
in Stock
The Store for Students
A t the Five Corners
580 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, NJ 743-4740

arts editor
business manager

Men of A.P.O.

circulation
editorial assistant

Jerry Sapienza
Bernie Sluzas
Michael Hatem
Sue Castner
Rich Keller

M o n t Li

advisor

Alice Hartman

Hank Gola

a

advertising manager

graphics manager
assistant graphics manager
magazine editor
photography editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor
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Becomes e Reality
By Irene McKnight

M O N T C L A R IO N / Sue Castner

CASTING: Margie Siscone (left) casts a ballot in the class elections while
SGA's Debbie Gardes (right, seated) verifies voters.

Class

For the first time in more than
nine months, Montclair State has its
own radio station. WMSC, which can
now be heard on 90.3 fm , went
through its first broadcast day on
Monday.
The opening shows, which ran
from noon to 11 pm, were marked
by a half-hour astrology show with
Patty Imbriglio interviewing a local
astrologer and a fifteen minute
broadcast on the AFT strike by Lou
Gulino.
The
s ta tio n
is
currently
broadcasting from 2 pm to 11 pm
and can be heard in the Student
Center.

Positions

Elections Finalized Today
By Michael Droppa
Class elections for freshmen,
sophomores, junior and senior class
officers w ’ll be held today until 5 pm
in the Student Center lobby.
A total of fourteen petitions have
been returned, according to Ron
Troppoli, committee chairman of
government and personnel of the
SGA. Each class organization w ill be
com posed
of
a
p re s id e n t,
v ic e -p re s id e n t,
secretary
and
treasurer. Four freshman at-large
representatives w ill also be elected to
the SGA legislature.
For freshman class president,
petitions were received from Rudi

By Kathryn Martone
Nothing has been done about
conducting a flow test to ascertain
the available water supply at MSC
which local officials believe may be
inadequate for firefighting.
Joseph McGinty, MSC grounds
and buildings supervisor, claims he
has been too busy w ith other water
related problems to bother with
making arrangements for a test. He
added that he refuses to be
influenced by the MONTCLARION
and what he terms "second and third
hand inform ation."
McGinty said that he is "n o t
w illin g
to
acknowledge
any
problems" as far as the campus'
available water supply is concerned.
In a phone interview, McGinty said
that problems which have developed
over the past few weeks, including a
water main break, gas leakage and a
faulty fire hydrant, have taken up all
of his time.
He declined to speculate on when
he might have enough free time to
arrange a test and added, "I'm not
interested in a flow test (which
measures
water
volume).
I'm
interested in water pressure." He
continued, " I f I think there's a
problem I'll do something about it,
but I don't think there’s a problem."
ASKED WHY no arrangements
' had been made for a test during the
three and a half weeks that elapsed
between the time the alleged volume
problem was brought to his attention
and the water main break, McGinty
angrily replied, " I ’m not influenced
by the MONTCLARION I I don't act

Valli, Ken Rothweiler and Ken
Bogush. The only petition received
for freshman vice-president was from
Pamela
Leigh
Northart.
Those
throwing^their hat into the ring for
secretary of the freshman class are
Donna
M organ,
Karen
Dee
Futterman and Maureen Pridmone.
FOR SGA at-large representatives,
where students w ill choose four
freshmen, petitions were received
from John Slorance, Tyrone Sherred
and Ruth Dabrowski.
For sophomore class president the
only petition received by Troppoli
was from Ronald Coupland.
For junior class president the only

on
hypothetical
problems just
because some reporter thinks they
exist when I have very real problems
like the water main break to deal
w ith .”
When
reminded
that the
M O N T C L A R IO N
had
merely
reported charges made by the Little
Falls chief, McGinty replied, " I got
all of this information second and

2 To Go

Annexes B and I, (right)
the one-storied barracks-like
w h ite
buildings
between
College Hall and Sprague
Library, w ill be demolished at
the beginning o f the spring
semester.
Jerome Quinn, director of
institutional planning, felt that
the classroom space lost in
Annex
B
w o u ld
be
compensated for in other
ways.
"We w ill continue to use
Chapin and Grace Freeman
Halls (dormitories) for some
classes as well as newly
modeled classes in Russ Hall,"
he said. "Also there are five
laboratories that have been
out of service in Finley and
Mallory Halls that w ill be put
back into use in order to
furnish more class space."
Annex
I
consists of
maintenance
offices
and
storage space. Quinn stated
that the buildingnear Panzer
Gym w ill be put to use for
maintenance and storage.

petition received by the committee
chairman was from Nancy Forden.
For senior class president the only
petition submitted was from Joan
Goralski. For vice-president only
Jacquelyn DeVeti entered her name
to the ballot.
Petitions were not received for
the
following
positions: junior
v ic e - p r e s id e n t ,
s o p h o m o re
v ic e -p re s id e n t,
secretary
and
treasurer,
junior
vice-president,
secretary and treasurer, and senior
secretary and treasurer .
The president of the class has the
power to appoint interested people
to the vacant positions.

third hand. No one contacted me
about it."
Raymond Seugling, the Little
Falls fire chief who has offered to
repeat the flow test he made last
spring and prove his assertion that
the campus' water supply is far short
of what is necessary to fight a major
fire, said earlier this month that the
Little Falls board of fire officers had

Lee Martin, technical director for
the station, was the disc jockey for
the first two hours of the program.
He was followed by Clarence Lilley.
ACCORDING TO Gerry Turro,
traffic coordinator o f WMSC, the
weekday format for the station w ill
include a variety of disc jockeys who
specialize in "easy-listening r o c k ." ,
The weekday disc jockeys w ill
include Lilley, Jim Hart, Mike
Haluska, Curtis Boykin, Laurie
Weinstock, Shawn Wise, Ken Gorski,
Eric Slifkin, Bob Cardohe, Percy Hill
and Glen Bingham.

w ill Interview the former general
manager of the now defunct Life
magazine
and
current
general
manager of People magazine.
I
According to Imbriglio, executive
secretary, many calls have been
coming in for requests. Students are

Weekends w ill include a variety of
music types. Pop and Top 40's w ill
be presented by Maureen O'Connor
on Saturday afternoons, followed by
Connie Burch with two hours of jazz.
On
Saturday
evenings,
Phillip
Thomas and Mario Benitz w ill host a
Latin music and culture program
which w ill be followed by Bob Haiffe
with an English rock program.
On Sundays, the music w ill
include Broadway show tunes with
Vicky Smith, classical music with
Patty Imbriglio, soul and top 40's
with Hiawatha Cuffee and oldies
music with
Turro and
Ralph
Fluharty.
Each day, the hours of 6 to 8 pm
w ill be devoted to news and public
affairs programming. On Tuesday
evening, Hill conducted an interview
with a representative from the
Paterson museum. On Tuesday, Hill

sent a registered letter to Jerome
Quinn,
the
MSC
institutional
planning director, informing him of
th water situation
QUINN SAID, in a phone
interview, that the matter had been
placed in McGinty's hands. McGinty
said that Quinn is not his superior
and he never saw the letter.

Lee Martin
Did First Show
still being auditioned for disc jockey
and news broadcaster spots and
people are needed to answer phones
during the shows.
Those interested in becoming a
part of WMSC can contact them on
the fourth floor of the Student
Center.

Quinn said that he is still open to
having a flow test to find out if there
is a problem in the first place. He
added, however, that arrangements
for any flow test would have to be
made by McGinty.
McGinty's comments were made
in
response
to
a
re ce n t
MONTCLARION article in which
Seugling's charges were investigated.

rStill Waters’
Breed Danger
*

Usually, when an accusation is leveled against a system, calling such
a system inadequate, the accusee looks into the system attacked to see
if the accusation is true.
Usually. But Montclair State is not the usual place.
Witness the following example:
Raymond Seugling, the Little Falls fire chief, says MSC may not
have enough water to fight a major fire should one erupt in one o f the
campus buildings. Seugling notifies the campus officials.
The campus officials do nothing.
The MONTCLARION gets wind o f the accusations and talks to a
dozen people, including Seugling, the campus officials and assorted
other officers, fire chiefs and people who should know, gathering facts
and opinions on the situation. The MONTCLARION publishes a story
about it, along with an editorial urging the campus officials to do
something like have the test done just to make sure.
The campus officials still do nothing.
Instead, they claim our information is “second hand,” which it is
not.
Joesph McGinty, director of maintenance, claims there is no
problem. Yet he has no figures at his disposal.
He has done no tests. How does he know?
<
Or must we wait for a major fire to find out if he’s right?
We realize that there have been problems with the water system in
general on campus. But doesn’t a situation which could involve saving
human lives carry some kind o f priority?
We once again demand that the campus arrange to do a test to
ascertain the amount o f water available and whether or not this amount
is adequate.
There is simply no excuse for careless procrastinating or
buck-passing administration.

Three Cheers
For Creativity
Congratulations are in order to three student organizations this
week who contributed to the media explosion on campus.
First, congratulations to the crew o f WMSC for their first days of
broadcasting. Judging from the requests received, the station’s initial
programs appear successful. We hope that the radio station will
continue to grow and become the much-needed branch o f media it
should be.
•Second are the kudos to Quarterly for their publication o f the
semester, and third to the Council on Commuter Affairs for their
commuter newsletter, The Abortion.
We are pleased that students are taking an active interest in
communication and, especially in these days o f the apathetic student,
are willing fo put in the time and effort to produce publications which
reflect the creativity and spirit o f the community.

Mike

Messina

SGA Questions Faculty Motives
This week I would like to direct
my column on the effect of the
position the SGA took in reaction to
the faculty t strike. Our student
advocacy third party role was
maintained throughout the duration
of the strike. In regards to servicing
the students the SGA was highly
successful in keeping the student
body as well-informed on the strike

situation as possible. Our office
answered over five thousand phone
calls the night prior to the strike.
During the strike the phone service
was continued and many additional
phone calls were received. The SGA
also attempted to compile a list of
professors who were holding class or
were striking. We were not very
successful with it after the initial

B oard o f Ed
Im balan ce
By Marcoantonio Lacatena
The Board of Higher Education is
established by law to make policy in
the area of higher education. Among
the board’s responsibilities is the
setting o f policy on access to higher
education, the goals of higher
education and the funding of higher
education, including tuition and fees.
All of these factors are interrelated.
It would appear then that the
board should broadly reflect the
citizenry of the state of New Jersey
whom it is supposed to serve. Such is
n o t the case.
ROSTER

On the board are such people as
Dr. William O. Baker, vice president
for research at Bell Telephone Labs;
Mr.
Anthony
Bartolotta,
vice
p re s id e n t,
V ic to r
O p tic a l
Manufacturing Co.; Mr. Edward
Booher,
president,
Books and
Educational Services, McGraw Hill
Inc.; Rabbi Harry Redman, vice
president of the Pennsauken Bank;
Mr. Gerald Le Boff, president of
Acme Screw and Fastener Corp.; Miss
Claire W. Nagle, partner in law firm
of Kuhlthau, Nagle, Griggs &
Goddard; Mr. Hubert O’Brien,
p re s id e n t
of
A .P.
S m ith
Manufacturing Co. (fire hydrants).
Also on the board are directors of
several banks including Fidelity
Union and Howard Savings; director
of Maytag Corp., director of NJ Bed
Telephone Co.; Mr. Gilbert Roessner,
president, City Federal Savings and
L oan
Association;
Mr.
James
Butzner, manager, Buddings and
Administrative Services of Mobile
Research and Development Corp.;
Mrs.
Marion
Epstein, director,
Development and Analysis, Codege
E n tra n c e
E x am in atio n
Board
Division of the Educational Testing
Service.
Among other members of the
Board are Mrs. Katherine Neuberger,

a woman of private means and
Republican
National
Committee woman fr0m New Jersey
and Dr. Deborah Wolfe of Queens
Codege in New York, the only black
person on the board and the only
person who is a teacher. It should be
noted that Wolfe’s term expired on
June 30, 1974 and the Governor has
yet to act on her re-appointment. It
should also be noted that there is no
representative of labor on the board
who could be said to represent the
majority of the citizens of the State,
the working men and women of this
state.
IN WHOSE INTEREST?

It is this same board that has
estabdshed a policy of Umiting access
to higher education, that has
established a commission whose
ultimate aim is to raise tuition and to
throw the burden for the cost of
education on to the students and
their famdies, even if it means that
those students and families must
incur huge long-range debts.
It is the same board’s chief
officer, Chancellor Ralph A. Dungan,
that has expressed disdain for both
the faculty and students at New
Jersey’s state codeges; it is the same
board’s chief officer that is carrying
out the policies which are strangdng
higher education; it is the same
board’s chief officer that seeks to set
the various constituencies of the
educational community at each
others throats.
1 call upon Governor Brendan T.
Byrne, who i$ the appointing
authority for seats on the Board of
Higher Education, to correct the
obvious imbalance on the board to
make it more representative o f the
people of New Jersey and thereby to
correct the unjust policies of that
board. I cad upon Governor Byrne to
appoint representatives of labor to
the Board of Higher Education.

days of the job action.
In regard to the political aspects
fo the SGA’s decision, I still contend
that it was the best and most logical
choice to make. When reflecting on
the occurrences of the past two
weeks one can see that if nothing else
was evident, the obvious neglect and
lack of concern for students by both
the faculty union and the state of
New Jersey was undeniable.
STATE APATHY

The state was content to sit out
the strike and test the strength of the
union at the student expense. The
obvious attitude of the state was one
that stifled student opinion. I feel
students are convinced now more
than ever before that the state o f
New Jersey has Uttle regard for
protecting and furthering higher
education in our state. The state’s
chief concern lies not with student
welfare or their educational futures
but
with stagnating and not
attempting to improve the higher
education system situation. I, as a
student, am totady disgusted and
frustrated in the attitude and actions
of a state that doesn’t give a darn
about my welfare.
The AFT union on the other hand
claimed they were on strike on our
behalf and our interests were one and
the same. I ask, if this were true why
was the union leadership so reluctant
to enter into any agreement with the
SGA that would give students
something in writing that we could
align ourselves with.
Why has the union leadership
been afraid to fight for credit for
students; why did the union refuse to
bargain for students so that they not
be subjected tp reprisals by the
faculty members during the strike
period and why is the union
determined to keep students off the
collective bargaining process even as
observer status. The answer is simple.
NONCOMMITAL

The Union leadership will not
make commitments to students for
students, when they will take those
commitments and dispose of them
once the negotiations begin again.
The reasons are clear and the
evidence
obvious.
The
union
leadership cares little for the rights of
students as citizens let alone the
academic rights given to them by
their status as patrons of this system.
I feel that we made the right
decision for this year’s strike.
However, I would like to stipulate
that in the future the third party role
may not be applicable to any similar
events.
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Guest Spot

US $ to Southeast Asia Spur Heroin T raffic
By Steve Muilenburg
By ignoring, failing to counteract
and even actively aiding the massive
drug traffic from Southeast Asia, our
government is encouraging the influx
of heroin into this country.
High government officials in Laos,
Thailand, and South Vietnam are
actively engaged in the heroin trade
and are protecting the powerful
narcotics syndicates in the region.
US diplomatic, military and
intelligence officials have always
tolerated
corruption
in
these
countries and the narcotics traffic is
no different. US officials in SEA have
been implicated on three levels.
1. Providing political and military
support for officials and political
factions actively engaged in the drug
traffic without pressuring them to
stop the trade.
2.
C o n sc io u sly
concealing
evidence of involvement by our SEA
allies in the narcotics trade. Whenever
the US Congress or media have made
accurate
allegations about the
involvement of our allies, US
diplomatic personnel have repeatedly

issued categorical fallacious denials.
3.
Active involvement in certain
aspects of the region's narcotics
traffic by the US government.
The following are some facts well
known and to be found in the public
record: 1. General Ouane Rattikone,
former chief of staff of the Royal
Laotian Army, admitted that he
controlled the opium traffic in
Northwestern Laos since 1962. He
also admitted to directing the largest
heroin laboratory in Laos. The high
grade heroin produced there was
meant for the US forces and when
they withdrew it was sent directly to
the US.
HEROIN TRAFFIC

2. US agents working in Thailand
claim that every major narcotics
dealer in Thailand has a high ranking
“advisor” on the Thai police force.
3. In South Vietnam, the opium
and heroin traffic is divided among
the nation’s three dominant military
factions: President Thieu’s political,
apparatus; Prime Minister Khiem’s
political organization and General
Key’s political entourage.

Americans
Beware!
Red Menace to Strike

To the Editor:
With Christmas fast approaching,
most of our nation’s children are
looking eagerly forward to the arrival
of Santa Claus. To them he
represents all of the joys of the
holiday but perhaps it is time that
American adults took a closer look at
this “right jolly eld elf.”
Admittedly, the wearing of that
bright red suit and those jackboots is
hardly conclusive evidence but
certain other of Claus’ activities bear
unmistakable implications. Consider
fo r
exam ple
his fly-by-night
operations on Christmas Eve.
Entering houses by the most
surreptitious o f means he proceeds to
fill everyone’s stockings “ to each
according to his needs." Leading the
commando contingent which carries
this corpulent agitator around the
world is Rudolf the RED NOSED
reindeer. Rudolf’s comrades, Dasher.
Dancer, Prancer and Vixen, Comet,
Cupid, Trotsky and Lenin assure him
“you’ll go down in history.”
The whole thing has dialectical
materialism written all over it. More
importantly, old jelly belly and his
cohorts fly from the North Pole right
through the Early Warning Radar
defense and no one says a word!
We must ask ourselves, fellow
citizens, whose stockings has this
man been filling in Washington? It
.appears that we need to re-examine
our friend St. Nicholas. (A typical
Kremlin ruse: naming their top agent
after
the czar — who would
suspect?)
Worst of all we may already be
too late to avert a catastrophe.
Santa’s KGB tactics are working

flawlessly. As one authoritative
source reports, "he knows if you’ve
been sleeping, he knows when you.re
awake, he knows if you’ve been bad
or good.” If he and his fellow elfin
intelligence force have infiltrated this
far, how long can we postpone the
arrival of the police state which this
white haired revolutionary advocate?
It is clearly the patriotic
obligation of every American to fight
vigilantly against the influence of this
menace for Mr. Ho-Ho-Ho is most
certainly
dreaming o f a red
Christmas.
Name Withheld Upon Request

To the Editor:
On behalf of the family of the
late David Witcher I would like to
extend my sincere appreciation to
Professor Raymond Paul of the
E nglish
department
and
the
Contemporary Gospel Ensemble of
the BSCU for their sponsoring
benefits for the estate o f David
Witcher. Also, our sincere gratitude
to those individuals who supported
these events and to those who make
personal contributions to the family.

Delford Alderwyn Jones
Assistant Director o f Admissions

To the Editor:
Last week the MONTCLARION
published a letter of indignation
written by four MSC professors.
Apparently since the letter was
published the editors must have felt
that they had the right to be heard.
T he
“Editor’s Note”
that
followed, however, was both unfair
and immature. An “ Editor’s Note”
should be used to express the stand
of the editor and not to “get in the
last word.”
Yes, many teachers on the picket
lines were quite rude. But as for the
students who raced through the line
without braking their cars thinking it
was all a joke - that is something far
beyond rudeness.
We’ve all been hurt by the strike.
Don’t add to the hurt.

John Drozd

Key’s opium smuggling activities, the
US embassy in Saigon issued a flat
denial.
7. In July 1971, NBC’s senior
Saigon correspondent charged that
General Dang Van Quang was the
“biggest pusher” in South Vietnam.
Prior to this broadcast, unassociated
sources had received independent
reports of General Quang’s narcotic
d ealin g s
fro m
high
ranking
Vietnamese sources. The US embassy
again issued categorical denials.
8. In July 1971, US Congressman
Robert Steele claimed to have
receiv ed
classified
documents
showing that II Corps Commander,
General Ngo Dzu was trafficing in
heroin. The U.S. embassy through
Senior II Corps advisor John Paul
Vann denied that such documents
existed. These documents are now a
matter of public record.
9. It was not until November
1971, one month from 1972, that US
worked closely with Nationalist
Bureau of Narcotics agents were
Chinese paramilitary units which
allowed into Laos. Why?
control 80-90% of Northern Burma’s
10. Finally, and most damning in
vast opium exports and manufacture
nature is the proven normal and
high grade heroin for US distribution.
regular practice of the CIA and
CHARGES LEVELED
USAID chartering Air America
6.
In 1968 when US Senator helicopters and aircraft for the
Gruening came forward with well
express purpose of transporting
founded allegations about General
opium harvested by the agency’s
4.
President
Thieu’s most
im portant
military
commander,
General Dang Van Quang, in ’67-’68
was removed from command of IV
Corps for outrageous corruption.
5. The CIA for political reasons
has provided substantial military
support for mercenaries, rightwing
rebels and tribal warlords who are
actively involved in the narcotics
trade. In Thailand, the CIA has

\ L iT s

tribal mercenaries - all for political
reasons you understand.
Southeast Asia is fast becoming
the major supplier of heroin for
America due to the crackdown in
Europe and the Middle East. The
director of the US Bureau of
Narcotics reports that his intelligence
sources indicate much of the massive
flow of heroin moving up through
South America is coming from
Southeast Asia (SEA).
How ironic it is that our tax
d o lla rs
are
subsidizing
and
maintaining repressive regimes which
are further supporting themselves
through the sale of heroin to the
American people. Lest you forget
ex-President Nixon’s words three
years ago, he stated that heroin was
to be Public Enemy Number One.
S tu d e n t
apathy
is
better
understood with the realization that
the “proper official” channels are
hopelessly and inefficiently incapable
of responding to the American
people’s needs. How long will we
stand for such blatant and despicable
abuse? Something under stress must
always snap, will it be us, the
American
people!
Our
200th
anniversary will soon be here - have
we fallen so low as to live for the
past?__________

W a tc h d o g /^

Jan. 1: Labels Will Reveal All
Nutrition is similar to sex,
politics, religion and the weather,
everyone is an instant expert or
thinks they are. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) will .give
people the opportunity to become
experts thanks to its nutrition
regulation effective as of January 1.
The law states that all food
products, prepared and packaged,
shipped in interstate commerce in
which label claims are made, must be
in full compliance with regulation
format.
The label format has been
standardized by the FDA to include
the following items: serving size,
serving per container, calorie content
per serving, protein, carbohydrate
and protein content per serving in
grams, percentage per sering of the
US recommended daily allowance
(US RDA) of protein, vitamin A,
vitamin C, thiamine, riboflavin,
niacin, calcium and iron.
NO SECRETS
All of these nutrients must be
explicitly stated on the label. Other
information such as the food’s
relation to cholesterol and its sodium
content may be included at the
option of the manufacturer or food
processor.
Regulations have also been
prescribed as to what food labels may
not represent, suggest or imply. The
list includes:
1. The food, because of the
presence or absence of certain dietary
properties, is adequate or effective in
the prevention, cure, mitigation or
treatment
of any disease or
symptom.
2. The food has nutritional
properties which are of no significant
need in human nutrition.
3. A natural vitamin in a food is
superior to an added vitamin or that
there is any difference between
natural and synthetic vitamins.
The FDA measures are well
thought out and are meant to provide
today’s harried consumer with

invaluable information. But will
consumers utilize the knowledge to
enhance the nutritive value of their
diets? It will probably take a massive
public
education
program
to
enlighten consumers of the benefits
of reading labels.
DICK VAN DYKE
The FDA in conjunction with the
food industry has taken one step in
the direction of making consumers
aware by composing a live and
animated tv spot. Dick van Dyke is
the star who demonstrates to the
public the marvels o f nutrition
labeling. He takes a can off the shelf,
examines the label and lo and behold
there the information is all about
protein, carbohydrates, vitamins and
minerals. The theme of the tv spot is
“ Read the label, set a better table.”
There is one problem with this
public service message - it suggests*
to the viewer that he ask the local

supermarket employees for answers.
Now that is a jo k e ! Have the local A
& P or Shop-Rite personnel been
suddenly enlightened as to what
riboflavin or lecithin is? When
accosted by the typical customer, the
store manager might hem and haw
and finally blurt out “how the heck
should 1 know?”
Although this is a shortcoming
that must be dealt with, the
consumer cannot expect to pass the
buck for his own nutrition. This
problem has luckily been recognized
before it occurs. A national nutrition
consortium has been organized to
compose a set of guidelines for
managers to enable them to
communicate the content and use of
nutrition labels.
The FDA. has done their part and
all the consumer has to do is take
advantage of it. After all it’s for your
own good.

LilliaivA. French

H

A V A IL A B L E NOW
Two types o f job opportunities for male and female
students who are not afraid o f hard, challenging work and
who are interested in helping people:
1. Part-time work for the student who is looking for
some addtional income for a limited period o f time.
2. A way for the student to earn some income, and at
the same time get practical experience in a field that offers
very high compensation to those who make it a career.
THIS IS A N UNUSUAL E M P LO Y M E N T CONCEPT
Pick Up Information In Placement Office
Univest Financial Services
West Caldwell, NJ
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Broadcast Runs Smoothly
T e le ra d

tv

G u id e

Telerad, as it w ill be screened tom orrow in Life Hall Lounge
from 9 am to 5 pm, w ill go something like this:
9
OPENING
9:15
CHERRY LANE: A children's puppet show
9:30
DON'T YOU WANT TO BE FREE?: An abridged
performance o f Langston Hughes' play featuring
professional actors.
10
MORNING NEWS
10:15
TODAY'S WOMEN: A p o rtra it o f the married woman in
*
today's society
10:30
POOL SCENE: A playlet involving two Student Center
pool sharks
11
DEATH KNOCKS: A n adaptation o f a short story by
Woody Allen
11:15
THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF NICK DANGER:
An adaptation o f a routine popularized by the Firesign
Theatre
11:30
CHEAP TALENT: A spoof o f amateur talent shows
Noon
RAILROADS:
DINOSAURS
OF
PHOENIX:
A
documentary about railroads
12:30
NOON NEWS: Featuring an interview with Lawton W.
Blanton, dean o f students
1
T R IV IA : A game show featuring high school students as
contestants
1:30
SPACE: THE FIN AL FRONTIER: A documentary about
space exploration featuring actual NASA footage and
soundtracks
2
OTHER SONGS, OTHER TIMES: A program o f bawdy
songs through the centuries.
2:15
DANCE: An examination o f a dancer's body language,
featuring members o f MSC's Impulse Dance Company
2:30
CONSUMERS: An educational comedy spot about u n it
pricing
2:45
W ITHIN THE BEATLES...WITHOUT THE BEATLES: A
documentary look at Beatlemania, featuring highlights
from their appearances on "The Ed Sullivan Show "
3
TIME AND BEING: AN ANTHOLOGY: A music and
poetry interlude
*
3:30
UP AND COMING TALENT: A n interview with two
women singer/poets
4
THE DELIVERY ROOM: A n original drama about the
afterlife
4:30
THE T ROAST: A roasting 'o f two broadcasting
professors. Dr. Christopher Stasheff and Howard Travis,
by students and faculty

By David J. Kane
"R o ll and record...hit music...cue
talent...fade in, camera tw o !” As
director Kevin O'Neill said these
words at 8:30 am on Tuesday,
Telerad Three opened w ith its first
program.
That initial show, a spoof of
network tv opening spots, would run
14 minutes, 20 seconds. The next
program, prerecorded on video tape
several weeks ago, was ready to roll
as the last seconds of the opening
ticked by.
FOR EIGHT hours the intricate
cycle continued in this, the third
biannual
broadcasting
students'
project of a typical tv programming
day. Pre-taped shows were threaded
up, cued and rolled. Live programs
were briskly rehearsed in College
Hall's tv studio during these intervals
to prepare for their airing.
The marathon project called
Telerad began last year to give
broadcasting students a taste of
p ro fe s s io n a l
tv
e xp e rie n ce .
Originator/co-advisor Dr. Christopher
Stasheff
of
the
speech/theater
department considered the taping a
success. "It's excellent," he said,
"especially considering it's only in its
third semester."
Professor Howard Travis of the
department,
who
observed
as
co-advisor along w ith
Stasheff,
concurred. "This year it's more or'
ganized and smoother,'' he said.
THE TWO faculty, members sat in
the crowded hallway outside the
studio as students came to watch the
efforts of their peers on a tv monitor.
The studio itself is a small room and
has been termed inadequate by many
students, but viewers saw the facility
transformed into a supermarket, a
banquet hall, a puppet stage, a living
room, limbo and an office fo r the
small screen.
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‘Sondheim’ Reveres Subject
Books often serve the purpose of paying homage to
noted personalities, as in the case of "Sondheim and Co." .
by Craig Zadan (Macmillan, 280 pp., $12.95).
The book is a veritable valentine to Broadway's
leading current composer-lyricist, briskly recounting each
o f the musical stage productions he has been associated
w ith.'Zadan uses a journalistic, interview-quote style to
create a portrait of his subject, and these comments are
often revealing.
This premise also has a drawback: Sondheim's genius
is more or less taken for granted and instead o f a
penetrating examination of the wisdom of his lyrics and
the inventiveness o f his melodies, Zadan often descends to
a mere pat-on-the-back tone which may alienate the more
unfamiliar readers.
There are interesting bits in the book; pages highlight
Sondheim's unproduced first musical collaboration
"Saturday Night," the friction when he worked w ith
Richard Rogers, his brief but interesting formula for
writing a lyric. However, other sections on musical
staging, choreography and casting are not particularly tied
to the subject and the focus wavers.
For the little facts t h jt it catalogues about Sondheim's
past)'Sondheim and Co." is a servicable enticement, for an
evaluation of Sondheim's work and his future, the book
ultim ately falls short.
■Mike Finnegan
LIBERATED LIFE STORY
"F ro m Time to Tim e" (Stein and Day, 252 pp.,
$1.95) by Hannah Tillich provides the reader w ith a
glimpse of a liberated woman 40 years before liberation
came into vogue. The startling autobiography removes her
husband Paul T illich from the pedestal upon which many
philosophers o f his stature are placed.
The book brings to light her varied, erotic love affairs
w ith men an0 women that supplemented her relationship
w ith her husband, who couldn't satisfy her. Her fantasies
about these lovers underline
her insatiable sexual

appetite.
Her style in describing her tragic fate is quite
appropriate. Each phase of her life is broken into a
prelude, the time period itself and an interlude. Each of
these divisions serves to introduce the particular phase,
discuss it then in a lengthy, descriptive manner and then
lead the reader into the next section.
It is Tillich's relationship w ith her husband, his
changing moods and whims that chase her away, that spur
her promiscuity in seeking outside companionship on
intellectual as well as sexual levels.
In retrospect the entire book is a candid
representation of a fathomless soul searching for
fulfillm ent. Tillich's pursuit of new, exciting experiences
was never satiated.
'
•Lillian A. French
ASIMOV RETURNS
With a field of works behind him, Isaac Asimov is
tru ly the man
of science.
"Asimov on Chemistry"
(Doubleday, 265 pp., $8.95) propels the reader through a
synthesis of fact and fancy that engulfs the work through
its completion.
This collection of some earlier essays reads more like a
novel than a textbook as Asimov's personal style
immediately puts the reader at ease. He has a knack for
posing an innocent question to open a chapter, then
w riting about everyone and their Aunt Tillie, then
capping the chapter by fina lly answering the question.
In addition to writing on various aspects of chemistry,
Asimov incorporates a new idea o f a dissertation on the
lives of the great men in the field of chemistry and an
illustration of each.
Although some of his essays are dated, Asimov's
insight into the many worlds of science proves to make
"Asimov on Chemistry" timeless, thus providing the
science afficianado w ith a workable reference book that
w ill provide interesting reading for years to come.
•Timothy Costello
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By Lawrence Cohen
The Major Theater Series presents
the average theatergoer w ith a
panorama of paradox in their
production of Christopher Fry's
"The Lady's Not for Burning," now
playing in Studio Theater.
Theater-in-the-round is set and
lig h tin g
d e sig ner
W.
Scott
MacConnell's innovation to bring the
audience deeper into the mood and
action of the story. The idea works
well, in fact, maybe too well.
In giving the audience a first hand
observer's look at the performance
MacConnell
also
burdens
the
audience w ith the disadvantages of
faceless angles and the obstruction by
a prop that was meant only to be
used, not noticed.
THE DIRECTION o f Dr. Dennis
MacDonald is brilliant insofar as the
action is well spread over the four
corners of the stage. Once again the
paradox presented itself as the action
so spread itself that the audience is
unable to see it as it takes place and
thus loses much o f the magic that
was presented over the course of the
production.
A state o f contraries was again the
rule as the plot unfolded. Thomas
Mendip (Edward S. Gero) is a man,
who disgusted w ith living, has
confessed to almost every crime
known to man, begs for punishment
by the gallows and has it denied him
by a stubborn Tyson (John Bower).
On the other end of the seesaw is the
enchanting Jennet (Griselda Garcia),
who is accused of being a witch and
despite her pleas of innocence is
destined to be judged guilty.
Even the talented performances

of the main characters are doomed to
the curse of the paradox. Gero in his
role as Thomas presents an even
performance in which he handles the
flowered phraseology of the author
w ith the needed emotion. But the
performance is such as to put the
watcher at complete ease and so
rythm ic as to lull the audience to
sleep.
BOWER IS only half-convincing
in his role as the elderly Tyson.
Several times he showed energy not
common in a man of that age and
standing and thus broke character by
sacrificing his pride to the welfare of
one quick outburst against the
irritating Thomas.
Garcia is much the same in her
role as the accused witch Janet. She
mouths the words w ith fear and
excitement but the stark terror of
being chased and hunted is missing in
her
pe rfo rm an ce.
This
characterization can lend itself to a
solid plot but steals away the intense
emotionalism that should envelop the
a u d i e n c e
d u r i n g
a
theater-in-the-round production.
Greatly talented and rythmic
performances were handled by Jeff
Morris and Dennis Grady (in their
roles as two idiot brothers).
EVEN FRY'S characters were
subject to the seemingly predominant
laws of paradox. Nicholas and
Humphrey (the two idiots) carry the
majority of intelligent conversation
whereas the supposedly educated
minds of the judge Tyson and the
royal family which surrounds him are
characterized by the traits that
traditionally would brand men mad.
Breaking the trend of paradox
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was the effective set which produced
an uncanny mood of reality. The set,
built like a medieval castle is done in
grey drabby colors which provide the
effective atmosphere of the period.
It is the overhanging arches that
give the entire Studio Theater the
effect of being a castle, thus bringing
the audience closer into the
performance and allowing
the
theater-in-the-round
approach to
reach a goodly if not complete level
of sympathy.
AGAIN REACHING for the
non-sensational was the costume
designing of Joseph Bella. The dull
dark colors of the cladding tended
the final touch of realism to the
already realistic setting.
The final success of this show will
be determined by the ability of the
actors to put on more of an
entrancing performance and to keep
away from the rythmical type of
emotionalism that compromised their
final technical rehearsal into a
slightly
better
than
mediocre
performance.
Still, the arena held more than the
average spectacle —an ambitious try.

EYE CONTACT: Geoffrey Morris (left) end Edward S. Gero come to blows in
this scene from the Major Theater Series production o f "The Lady's N ot fo r
Burning," playing tonight through Saturday at 8:30 pm with a matinee
tomorrow a t 2:15 pm in Studio Theater.
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Sci-Fi C onvention to Inva<Ie MISO
MSC's first Science Fiction
Convention in the Student Center
Ballrooms on Wed., Dec. 18 promises
to be a mixed bag of multi-media
attractions.
The free activities, from
10 am to 5 pm, w ill be guest-hosted
by famed author Frederik Pohl who
w ill, in addition to leading discussion
panels and serving as a greeter/host,
deliver a featured speech on "The
Science Fiction Writer's World."
O ther
p e rs o n a litie s
will
participate in the festivities: local NJ
authors William Jon Watkins and
Eugene V. Snyder, MSC instructors
Dr. Christopher Stasheff of the
speech/theater department and from
the English department, professors
Thomas E. Benediktsson and Muriel
Becker, the members of whose course
"Seminar
in
Science
Fiction"
conceived and developed the event.
Among the projects on display
w ill be a "Star Trek" exhibit with
"working models" of artifacts of the
show, a puppet show based on tales
of Merlin the magician and a buy and
a swap table w ill be available for
science fiction literature fans.
Three contests of interest w ill be
organized, a raffle for a door prize, a
"Jeopardy" - style quiz match and a
costume contest. The door prize will
be a four-part cassette tape of J.R.R.
Tolkein's fantasy classic "L o rd o f the
Rings" trilogy, worth approximately
$25. The quiz, aptly named the
"Science Fiction College Bowl," w ill
grill contestants on most areas of
science fiction concentrating mostly
on films and books.
In the entertainment realm, films
such as H.G. Wells' "The Shape of
Things to Come," "L a b yrin th " and
French fantasy cartoons w ill be
screened. Original programs from the
1930's radio series "X Minus One"
and "Dimension X " w ill be heard.
R e f reshments w ill be served.
MUSICAL HONOR
An associate member of the
National Association of Schools of
Music (NASM) since 1968, MSC has
recently
been elected to full
membership in the association.
The election took place at the
recent golden anniversary meeting of
the NASM in Houston. Tex. at which

music department chairman Dr.
Benjamin Wilkes represented MSC.
A t that meeting 14 other schools
were invested w ith full membership
and 18 were admitted as new
members.
HAVE THIS DANCE?
Several original dance pieces w ill
be presented when MSC's Modern
Dance Company gives its final
performance on Sat., Dec. 21 at 8 pm

in
Calcia
Auditorium before
embarking on its midwestern tour.
This performance of the troupe,
directed by professor Linda Roberts
of the speech/theater department,
w ill be the fourth in this yfear's
C u ltu ra l
S u b s c rip tio n Series.
Admission w ill cost $3 for adults and
$1.50 for students. Tickets and other
information are available by calling
893-5112.

By David J. Kane
Three MSC graduates w ill fu lfill a three year dream — to bring
their band "R uby and the Dykes" to New York City on Sun., Dec.
15.
s
Richard Poliner, Dennis Melillo and Donna Lynn Kane have been
writing and performing their music together for over three years.
Their band w ill be showcased this Sunday and Monday nights at
Max's Kansas City on 17th St. and Park Ave. South.
POLINER.WHO plays piano and arranges most of the songs,
studied classical music and performed w ith a local blues band.
Melillo, described as a "fo lk y " by the other members of the band,
plays mandolin, rhythm guitar and the recorder. He also shares the
lead vocals w ith Kane. Known on stage as Ruby, Kane played
washtub base with “ The D irty Birdies," a local jug band, before
joining the "Dykes." She now plays the washboard and timbales.
Drummer Lou Redia is a Montclair resident and former member
of a drum and bugle corps. Gary Rivenson from Nutley is the
bassist and has a jazz background. Gary Hamalinen, also from
Montclair, plays lead guitar and is the only member who is
predominantly a rock musician.
The band's music is diverse and can not be easily typed. This,
however, hasn't always worked in their favor.
"MOST AGENTS have told us that we're one of the best bands
they've ever heard," Poliner said, "b u t unless we play top- 40 they
can't book us."
"Top-40" are the songs that make the charts. The songs the am
rock stations play. The kind of music most club owners want. The
kind "R uby and the Dykes"don't play.
Bookings are not the worst of the band's problems. A big
problem has been changing personnel.The band lost their lead guitar
player a year and a half ago and then their bassist last June.
ONE OF the worst things about someone leaving is not only do
they have to find a replacement but breaking him in can take
months. That translates into lost bookings and time that could have
been spend working on new material.
"We have about 25 songs completely worked ou t," Poliner said.
Some of those numbers can be heard Sunday and Monday at
Max's Kansas City. The band is hoping the showcase w ill be the first
in a long line of breaks, this time good ones.
lituliiimimimuiiuMuiimum«mMi«M»MmM— —
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' Godfather Two' Brilliant yet Biblical
By Mika Finnegan

Michael assumed power into the early
1960's. Father and ton are parallelled
in their ruthless machinations as the
film twitches from saga to saga.
EACH STORY it a fascinating
saga in
itself.
Robert DeNlro
masterfully foreshadows the Marlon
Brando
characterization
in
his
portrayal o f the young Don V ito,
throaty-voiced and visibly formidable
as he rites from petty hoodlum to
neighborhood boss (by assassinating
the formidable Black Hand chieftain)
in the early pert of the century.
Meanwhile in the parallel tale,
Don Michael contends w ith a shifty
Jewish gangster, played w ith goodly
amounts of sageness and grit by Lee
Strasberg, in a deal involving
gambling
territory
in
Havana.
Unfortunately, this happens at the
time of the 1958-59 revolution that
put the Castro regime into power, so
history is worked in, a la "Exodus."
Violence and the tension between
is the key mood in both sagas as the
same combination of fam ily affection
and teriible slaughter works its way
in each.
AL PACINO as Michael retains an

"The Godfather. Part Two,”
unlike moat sequels, need not take a
beck teat to its predecessor.
But as artful, lush and ambitious a
production as It it, the property is
beginning to assume the airs of a
Biblical spectacle.
S U IT A B L E ,O F T E N
forceful
acting maintains the high quality of
character sympathy generated in
"The G odfather." As a plot the script
fabricated by Francis Ford Coppola
and Mario Puzo launches from the
original quite well. On a level of
technical quality it's hard to knock.
However, the concept of making a
panoramic epic o f the founding of a
criminal empire and its near ending
stands on the border line of
pretentiousness. In this grand style of
presentation Don V ito Corleone
becomes Moses and his son Michael
becomes the pope.
Two parallel plots comprise the
fabric o f this fam ily tree: the film
details the origins and the early rise
of V ito Corleone's crime fam ily as
well as the development of the
Corleone fam ily from the time

’

The

Nada

unsurpassed level of magnetism and
in hum anity
in
his
m ob
a d m in is tra tio n .
The
camera,
unfortunately, tends to search into
his face as to invest him w ith a
pontificial air that is ultimately
disturbing. His performance isn't as
varied as in the original, wherein we
saw him develop from college
introvert to amoral mob chieftain.
Here he remains ruthless and intense
and the effect is not as startling, even
amidst a Congressional investigation.
Diane Keaton does a terrific job
as his w ife Kay, this time depicting
her falling out of love after she has
borne her husband two children and
aborted a third to keep from
perpetuating the criminal dynasty.
Her quiet intensity becomes more
interesting than Pacino's.
John Cazale as Fredo, the weak
Corleone brother, has more time here
on screen as well and makes the most
of the part, masterfully showing the
p itifu l position of the brother passed
over in a fam ily rooted in violence
and not introverted gentility. In fact,
all performances are magnificent.
One can little dispute their reality

and depth in this huge tapestry.
DIRECTOR COPPOLA makes
smashing
use
of
photographer
Gordon W illis' wide angle shots, and
in relation to the actors and the
story, he has achieved an authenticity
that it readily unimpeachable. But
these two have also collaborated on
some excessively dark interior scenes,
symbolic thought they may be, that
produce eyestrain.
A lto, in striving for authenticity,
this feast may be too rich (half the
movie is in Italian w ith subtitles) and

perhaps some more cutting should
have been done (this film outdoes the
original's three-hour length by 20
minutes).
The point of all this boils down to
a gut feeling: "The Godfather, Part
T w o" is a well-mounted, well-acted,
even engrossing film . But w ith the
growth of this reverential aura,
perhaps we've learned enough about
the Corleone fam ily. Two quality
blockbuster gangster movies are
enough.

Gang’

Anti-Violence Overkills
By Ed Garrison
In this age of terror and violence
comes "The Nada Gang," a film by
Claude Chabrol which is supposed to
be
a
"mesmerizing"
look
at
contemporary society.
Chabrol sets out to condemn
violence used by terrorists and
som etim es
d is p ro p o rtio n a te
reciprocal violence used to combat
them, but he tends to go to
ridiculous lengths to dramatize this
violence.
THE NADA gang consists of five
men and a young woman who plan to
make an anarchist proclamation
because of their hate fo r society by
k idnapping
the
U S Ambassadoi
to France.
The members of this so-called
organization have absolutely nothing
in common, thus one tends to
wonder how they ever became a
gang. These characters are never
really developed in the movie, and
each is merely a "figurehead."
The oldest and the "brains" of
the group is Epeulard (Maurice
Garrel). He poses as an attorney at
law in his spare time. Diaz (Fabio
Testi) is the radical who has just
returned from a losing campaign in
Spain. You can immediately tell that
he's a born loser.
D'ARCY (LOU Castell) is a
"boozer" who is constantly seen with
a bottle in his hand. He is rash and
very unreliable, and the later shows
his "heroism " by saying " I'd rather
die in blood than in a pile of poop."
Meyer feels stifled by society.
The most sympathetic member of
the group is Treuffais (Michel
Duchaussoy). He is a young school
teacher who has some great theories
about how the government should be
run, but he's not w illing to actually
go out and fight for them. Then
finally
there's
the
girl
Cash
(Mariangela Melato), who is the
"Women's Libber."
They decide to steal the US
Ambassador to France, Ambassador
Poindexter, from 1 a semi-official
brothel. The scene at the brothel is a
panic, as everything goes wrong.
What "the gang" doesn't know is that

all goings on at the brothel are filmed
by the government. To top it o ff,
there is a car w ith two US agents
watching out for the diplomat.
THE
RESULT
is that the
anarchists
nearly
bungle
the
kidnapping. The gun action that
ensues is very unconvincing. Perhaps
the biggest "laugh" comes when
D 'Arcy . pulls out a slingshot and
shoots a policeman in the head.
Once "the gang" gets past this
little obstacle, things seem to run
smoothly fo r awhile. They bring the
ambassador
to
their
country
hideaway, a deserted farmhouse, and
p ro ce d e
to
draw
up
their
proclamation.
The government meanwhile is
searching for the identity of the
kid n a p p e rs.
The
French
"aristocracy" is revealed through the
French minister. We find his majesty
and w ife sitting in their huge
Victorian sitting room watching tv.
THE MINISTER then receives the
news of
the kidnapping, and
immediately prepares to leave for the
city. The dramatic goodbye that
follows closely resembles a Nixon
departure. A ll the lights suddenly
come on in the French "W hite
House," then the minister descends
the stairs to an awaiting helicopter
while his wife waves frantically
good-bye in the background
We immediately see what a
dastardly character police inspector
Goemond is by his interrogation of
Treuffais. When asked how they can
get Treuffais to talk, Goemond
replies "Y o u twist his ’b a l l s ! T w o
of Goemond's gorillas then procede
to do a "slam-bang" job on Treuffais,
but Treuffais still refuses to talk.
Then suddenly out of nowhere,
the action shifts to the countryside,
and we find practically the entire
French police force converging in on
the farmhouse. The attack is right
out of World War II, as the police use
all sorts of heavy artillery (machine
guns, tear gas bombs, etc.) to wipe
out the farmhouse. One must laugh
at this absurd scene, as it's like the
entire fire department has arrived to
put out a single match.

IN THE ensuing action, all the
kidnappers are brutally massacred
except for Diaz who manages to
escape. The minister is extremely
disturbed by the violence that has
taken place, and thus proceeds to fire
Goemond.
The final scene is chock fu ll of
good "old-fashioned" violence, as
Diaz returns to Treuffais' apartment
only to be met by the revenge bent
Goemond. Goemond proceeds to
pump a round of bullets in to Diaz,
who miraculously remains alive long
enough to b l o w Goemond's head off.
Perhaps the only great aspect of
this film is Jean Rabier's dazzling
cinematography. He films many
scenes from unique angles, which
gives the audience a fuller insight into
the action taking place. One example
of excellent cinematography is when
we see the facial expression of Cash
after Goemond shoots her. Rabier
captures the painful shock of what
has happened. The special effects
were horrible though, as one can say
that too much “ phony" blood was
used.
"THE NADA Gang" is in a sense
a realistic film which does parody the
violence of the times: however it
lacks the depth and charicterization
nebessary to make it a film worth
seeing.

Traveling?
Call
Choice of Travel

(201) 482-4418
Dennis Molinaro, Manager
Vacations Planned Free
Hotel Reservations Free
Airline Tickets
Cruises
Special Discount Packages
for Daytona Beach
This Spring

V____________ -— -

SOVIET SYNCOPATION: "The Russians Are Coming." the first
and only jazz group from the Soviet Union w ill make their US debut
tonight through Saturday at Dave's Cabaret, 224 Paterson Ave.,
WaHington, NJ. Forced to immigrete to the US because o f restrictions
on jazz, the group plays an original, exciting blend o f traditional
Russian folk songs and contemporary jazz. The festivities begin at 9
pm. Admission is just $2, with drinks priced at $1.25. Call (201)
471-3859 for more information.

Attention Skiers
SAAS-Fee
Switzerland: $444 Total
Includes: Round trip jet air transportation
Round trip transfer between airport and ski resort
Seven night accomodations in apartments or chalets
both kitchen equipped, and walking distance to slopes
Two-Three course dinners at the Hotel/Restaurant SASSer
Ski Pass for entire lift system
Indoor Olympic-sized pool
AU gratuities and taxes
Boot bag
US departure tax and European airport tax
Service o f multilingual guide
ASPEN/SNOMASS
Colorado: $369 Total
Includes:
Round-trip TWA airlines
Round trip between airport and resort
Seven night accomodations at the Aspen Chateau Condominiums
kitchen equipped and fireplaces
Boot bag
7% service charge and local taxes
ALSO
F t Lauderdale: As low as $139
Includes:
Transportation
Hotel (Raihada Inn or Holiday Inn)
Gratuities
Call Larry Casha, 227-0183
or Janice Eatdley 772-7636
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sports scene

Cage Loop Formed

Indians Owe
the M an

P R I N C E T O N - W omen's
intercollegiate basketball in the state
of New Jersey w ill be bolstered by
the
formation
of
a 24-teem
conference
among
the
state's
college's - and universities, it was
announced
by
Merrily
Baker,
chairperson
of
the
Women’s
Collegiate Athletic Administrators of
New Jersey ..(WCAANJ)
and
associate director of athletics at
Princeton University.
The conference, called the New
Jersey Women’s Collegiate Basketball
Conference, is the result of two years
of study by the WCAANJ basketball
committee.
In
a n n o u n c in g
th a t
the
conference w ill begin operation at
the state's colleges and universities in
December, Baker pointed out that
the purpose of the conference is to
foster strong competitive women's
intercollegiate basketball programs in
New Jersey by adding uniform ity
throughout the state; facilitating
scheduling, and aiding in the
development
of
new
women's
basketball
programs at
local
institutions.
A
five
member basketball
com m ittee,
composed
of
representatives of Montclair State
College, Ramapo College, Rutgers
University, Saint Peter's College and
Seton Hall
University, has been
appointed by Baker to oversee the
conference for the first year.
Twenty-four teams w ill
be
competing in three divisions based
upon level of skill. While teams w ill
pl ay
both
con f er en c e
and

V-hank gola.
Go to any Montclair State wrestling match and you'll see someone
squirming, getting up, sitting down and going through various other
anatomical maneuvers Just don't look to the mat for this type of action.
Instead, focus your attention to the chair just off the mat, where Larry
Sciacchetano's aggressive coaching has made its mark.
SCIACCHETANO'S NAME has become synonomous with wrestling at
MSC, first as the school’s first Metropolitan Conference heavyweight
champion and then as the most successful coach ever at the school. With his
exodus back here from New York Maritime, where he built the small school
into a Met titleist, Sciacchetano brought three wrestlers and thus began the
great rebuilding program that has made Montclair State a contender on the
national scene.
He's done it all in quick time, taking over the helm of a 5-10 team two
years ago and building it into an impressive 11-5-2 o u tfit. But it wasn't until
last season, when his work became obvious. Facing the most ambitious
schedule any MSC team has ever had, the Indians came up with a 12-8-1
record along w ith a record-crushing championship in the Mets and a
ref-tarnished third place finish in the National College Division III
Championships.
This year, the grapplers w ill go up against an even tougher schedule, with
matches against Iowa, Iowa State, Notre Dame, Michigan, Indiana and
Northern Iowa among others. And no one can accuse Sciacchetano of being
over his head.
" I WOULDN’T be able to coach at a small college if we had to face teams
like Trenton State and Glassboro State all the time,'' Sciacchetano recently
explained. " I f we lose to the big schools, it's no disgrace, but it gives impetus
to wrestle harder. And no one ever blows us o ff the mat."
Sciacchetano belittles his own importance, by passing offthe credit to his
wrestlers and assistant coach Rich Sofman. Yet ask any of these wrestlers why
they came to MSC and they'll answer ''Sciacchetano.” Even Sofman’s here
because he has fallen under the big man's influence.
Even the current wrestling press guide, admirably put together by sports
information director Mike Moretti, glows o f the professionalism that
Sciacchetano has put into the program.
There's one reason why MSC is where it is in college wrestling and it's the
man-Larry Sciacchetano.

Larrv Sciacchetano
The Man in Three Moods

Suggestions for

non-conference opponents during the
regular season, division on standings
w ill be determined only by success
against divisional opponents. Division
placement is by self determination at
the respective institutions.

Woods...
YOU MIGHT wonder if after
years of losing weight, week in and
week out a wrestler ever gets tired of
the same old drag. It would be
unrealisitc to think thBt they never
complain about all the aggravation
they have to go through. Woods is no
exception.
"The typical quote from a
wrestler would be something like
'Why didn 't I go out for a sport
where you have to gain weight
instead of
losing it ', "
Woods
bemoaned. “ Making weight is the
biggest ordeal facing a wrestler. Until
he gets down to where he has to be
he can’t even start to think about his
opponent," he observed.
Being a high school wrestler
Woods has conceded that he is used
to the constant "slimming down" but
he still doesn't like it. He would have
to come down from 167 to 145 in a
weeks' time and many times he he has
questioned why he is stilt in the
sport. " I was always a very good
baseball player and have often
thought why I never stayed with the
sport. If I had it to do over again I
think I and many wrestlers would
choose
another
sport,"
Woods
admitted.
____ —Delery

VALIO ONLY AT

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCE
_
CENTER
you buy with confidane«/

1974

This Card Entitles the Bearer to C h o o se '1
from Top Brand TV.*, Radios, Stereos and
Audio Components, Refrigerators, Air Con
ditioners, Dishwashers, Disposals. Freezers,
Washers, Dryers, Ranges, Fine Furniture. Bedding, Carpeting, Sewing Machines, Watches &
Jewelry at Special Wholesale Prices.

\
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BRANCH SHOWROOM

20 PASSAIC AV E N U E
F A IR F IE LD . N . J. 07 00 6
(20 1) 227 6 8 08
H o u r« ( F a irfie ld O n ly)
M on.
9-9 T h u rs . 9-9
Tue«.
9-6 F ri.
W ed.
9-6 s a t.

WHOLESALE FMVUEGE CAM)

CHRISTMAS SEASON

Far Auta Purchase. Tira* and Auta Service
Intarnation. Call (201) 227-6821.

MAIN SHOWROOM

SIGNATURE OF CARO MOIOCB

tí

73 LA FAYE TTE AVE. (RTE . 59)
S U F F E R N . N. Y.
(91 4) 35 7-6 92 8
H o u r« ( f u f f o r n O n ly)
M on .
9-6 T h u r« . 9 9
A
T i m s . 9 6 F ri.
9-9
■
W ed.
9-6 Set.
9-4
w

STEREO COMPONENTS at our Greatest Savings -Ever!
M A R A N T Z • DUAL • ALTEC

SHERWOOD • BSR • JENSEN

FISHER

•

BSR

MARANTZ 2220

SHERWOOD S7050

FISHER 474

40 Watts AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

26 Watts RMS AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

50 Watts RMS
AM/FM 4-Channel Receiver

DUAL 1225

BSR 260 AX

Auto Changer,
Base. Cover

Full Sire Changer.
Base, Cover

SHURE M91ED

SHURE

Cartridge

Magnetic Cartridge

ALTEC 886A

JENSEN #1

•

BMI

Orig. *179.94

TWay Speaker System

.

4 P

Full Range Speaker System

II

BSR 310AXE
Auto Changer.
Base. Cover. ADC
Magnetic Cartridge

A M /F M / 8 Track/Record Player

2-Way Speaker System
Orig. $79.00 ee.

SAVE $398 95

10
SAVE $140

SAVE $394
COMPLETE
STEREO
NO W
SYSTEM
Total O riginal Price—$892.65

SUPER SPECIALS

4 B M I SENATOR

irig. *84.00
Orig.
$84.00
Orig. $189.95 ea.

COMPLETE
4 CHANNEL NO W
SYSTEM
Total O riginal Price—$756.95

COMPLETE
STEREO
NOW
SYSTEM
Total O riginal Price—$345.74

$216

RECEIVERS

SALE

RECORD PLAYERS

SALE

HEADPHONES

KLH 52, 60 Watts RMS

*1 9 9

DUAL 1229, Record Changer

*155

KOSS PRO 4M, Headphones

AM/ FM Stereo Receiver
FISHER 674. 60 W alts RMS
AM/ FM 4-Channel Receiver
KLH 54. 100 Watts RMS
AM/ FM 4-Channel Receiver

(Top

Orig. $319.95

Orig.$259.95

$141

EMPIRE 566 III, Turntable

*2 9 9

(Incl. Base, Cover & 40000/111
4 Channel Cartridge)
Orig. $399.95

Orig. $399.95
Orig. $525.00

SPEAKERS
DTNAC0 A25. Speakers

Rated)

* 5 8 ea.

(1 0 " Wooler, 3 V i " Tweeter)
Orig. $92.50 ea.
B.M.I. PRESIDENT. Speakers
* 6 5 ea.
(1 0 " Wooler, 4 " Midrange, 3 VS" Tweeter)
Orig. $119.00 ea.
KLH 6, Speakers
* 9 6 ea.
(1 2 " Woofer, 4 " Tweeter) Orig. $149.95 ea.
AR 1A, Speakers
* 1 8 7 ea.
(1 2 " Woofers, 5 " Midrange.
3VS" Tweeter)
Orig. $295.00 ea.

*2 6 6

A I X8TT, Turntable
(Incl. Base, Cover — Shura M9IE0
Cartridge)

$99

Cassette Deck

Orig.$174.90

*52
Orig. $74.95

HOUSEHOLD A PPL IA N C E CENTER

*3 2
Orig. $65.00

KOSS HVIA, Headphones
(High Velocity Microweightl
(Real Soft)
(Very Popular)

$29
Orig. $49.95

*2 1 2

Orig. $299.95

Orig. *37.95

20 PASSAIC

$12
Orig. $19.95

PICKERING XVI $ / 140E, Stereo Cartridge

$ 14

Orig. $34.95

SHURE M 91E0. Stereo Cartridge
(While Supplies Last)
Orig. $54.95

$ 16

PICKERING XV 1S/750E, Stereo Cartridge

$30

(Deluxe)

a v e n u e , fairfield, n . j

SAVE $110

$23

CARTRIDGES
(Great Value)

. * 139
Orig. $209.95

AKAI 40000S, 7V4" Reel Tape
Deck

(Greet Value)

SUPEREX STC, Headphones

SONT TC66, Monoral
Portable Cassette Recorder

SALE

HEARMUFF HM 4000, Headphones

TAPE EQUIPMENT

AKAI C$330, Stereo Dolby

CHOOSE NAME BRANDS LIKE:
SONY • PIONEER • TEAC • MARANTZ
SHERWOOD • BSR • KOSS • FISHER
DUAL • SHURE • AKAI • ALTEC
DYNA e PICKERING • KLH • AR

Regular *199

*89

MANY ONE of a KIND
MANY BELOW COST
FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED
MANY UNADVERTISED
SPECIALS

Orig. $65.00

. 07006

•

73 LAFAYETTE AVENUE. SUFFERN
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M iro Does It Again
C o n t . f r o m P. 12
The Tribe stretched it to 15-9
pressure on the Rams. But Stu
w ith another superior from Dante
Horwitz brought UR I back w ith a
Caprlo (167), 14-3, to really put the
10-3 decision over Jeff Joostema.

Clarion...

Cont. from P. 12
POSSIBLY THE best match of
the evening w ill be in the 126-pound
slot, where MSC freshman sensation
Rich Numa w ill tangle w ith Tom
Turnbull, a sophomore who posted a
16-6 mark, Turnbull won the Wilkes
Open and was named the most
outstanding freshman wrestler while
wrestling at 118.
Pete Morelli is Clarion's other
stellar lightweight, and he'll face o ff
against Kim Wilson.
According to Sciacchetano, the
key weights w ill be 126, 134, 142,
158, 167 and 177. Wrestling among
those classes w ill be Bob Woods,
who’s unbeaten at 158, and Dante
Caprio, another undefeated wrestler
at 167. As yet, their opponents are
unnamed.

Caldwell countered by holding the
tough Sargent to a draw. The 17-14
lead put MSC in a situation where alt
It needed was to lose a regular
decision and it would end up w ith a
tie.
Then came Miro's heroics and the
see-saw match ended on another
surprise note for coach Al Nero and
his men.
Sciacchetano summed up the day
w ith the thought that, "w e should
have won w ith the people we had.

Remaining 1975-75
Fencing Schedule
JAN. 4
JAN. 9
JAN. 29
FEB. 5
FEB. 8
FEB. 12
FEB. 15

Pace College
Jersey City State
at ,NCE
St. Peter's College
Pratt Institute
St. John's University
William Paterson
Johns Hopkins
FEB. 20 at Seton Hall University
FEB. 22 at Muhlenberg College
FEB. 26 Kean College

W in te r's a Freebee
Admission to all regular
season Montclair State wrestling
matches and basketball games at
Panzer Gym is free to all MSC
students w ith a validated student

id .
The
M ontclair
State
Christmas Tournament, which
w ill be held on Dec. 27-28, w ill
require $1 admission fo r MSC
students.

Another great value!
A Midas Muffler Muffler

Foil Division
Sporks Fencers
By Tony Cafiero
They turned Panzer Gym into a
classroom Saturday. Montclair State
gave Fairleigh Dickinson University a
quick lesson in fo il fencing, riding a
sweep in that category to a 17-10 win

two opponents, scoring five times
and shutting them both out. He was
losing his third bout, 4-2, but w ith a
quick flash of his fo il, he sat down
w ith a 5-4 victory.

over the Knights. FDU coach Wally
Hauber
was the
main
tutor,
frequently stopping matches so that
he could instruct his fencers on how
to hold the weapon.

THE FDU fencers couldn't have
won if they were using pitchforks.
DeCicco sent in two replacements,
Frank Wimbush and Pablo Romero,
and they both mopped up their foes.

"Most
of
my
boys
are
inexperienced,” explained Hauber
before the match. Yet Indian coach
Rock DeCicco was more conservative
w ith his opinion.

In the sabre division, freshman
George Lattore was a standout. The
Tribe's Bob MacKay and Dominic
Verducci were both 2-1, each losing
to the Knights' best fencer, Dave
Reynolds. While Reynolds was busy
winning, so was Lattore. Set on a
collision course to determine who
would be the lone sabreman to finish
undefeated, both fencers won their
first two bouts in brilliant fashion.

" I have a tough outlook on this
contest," he remarked. "N o match is
easy."
AND IF this match was restricted
to epee and sabre, it w ouldn't have
been easy either. The FDU epee team
was extremely strong, losing only one
out of a possible nine matches.
Their
epee
fencers
were
threatening us for a while," De Cicco
disclosed.

Only
1.99

and Dario Valcarcel (2-0). M utstilli, a
sparkling freshman, crushed his first

But the Tribe's sabre division held
their own by carving out seven
victories, while the fencers took up
more than the epee slack as they
swept all nine matches.
The leading winners fo r the
Indians' talented fo il section were Al
Mustilli (3-0), Angelo O'Harriz (2-0)

Each match requires five points to
win
and
Lattore quickly and
aggressively took the first three.
Reynolds
countered
w ith
two
touches to make it competitive, but
Lattore finished w ith a flourish and
defeated the tough Knight.
After the contest, Reynolds
tersely stated, "he's quick." Lattore
commend his vanquished foe by
saying, "he's hard to fence because
he's a lefty and he’s quick besides."
MSC has also been quick, at least
in jumping out to its first two wins.
If the epee team shapes up, the Tribe
might have a banner year.

MAKE $500

/instate

On each commission. Campus and
local representatives are needed
for nationwide employee search.
For full information write Sumner
Advertising Co., P.O. Box 643,
Peoria, III., 61601.

Come and Browse

z':ÙÀ
239-9555
60 POMPTON AVE.

For $1.99 you can get a beautiful Midas Muffler. It’s five
feet long, made of 100% orlon and comes in marvelous
Midas Gold. Makes a great Holiday gift, too.' The Midas
Muffler Muffler. From the people who sell the other kind
of mufflers, too.

m iD A S
We're specialists.
We have to do a better job.

OFFER GOOD AT THESE PARTICIPATING DEALERS:

EA S T ORANGE

BLOOMFIELD

NEWARK

1390 Central Ave.

371 Bloomfield Ave.

970 Raymond Blvd.

6 7 5 -2 7 0 0

7 4 3 -4 4 2 2

5 8 9 -3 8 3 8

OPEN DAILY 8:30 to 5:30; SAT. 8 to 4
Mail orders also accepted. Add .35 per muffler. Do not mail cash. Send check or
money order payable to "Midas Muffler Shops". Mail to Midas shop nearest you.
Sorry, no C.O.D.’s. Allow approximately 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

VERONA

Allstate Insurance Companies
Home Office:Northbrook, Ml

Open Doo*
Bookstore
Mostly Paperbacks
Rental Library
Ordering, Wrapping
Mailing Services
326 N. Fullerton Ave.
O ff Watchung Avenue
In Montclair
746-7535

> stone hail p r e s e n t s .:

M A P
FABLES
>
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Cagers (live Geisten 250th
By Jim Finaldi
M o n tc la ir
State
presented
basketball mentor Ollle Gelston w ith
his 250th career victory (125th at
MSC) Mondiy night as the Indians
destroyed Kean College, 114-84 in a
New Jersey State College Athletic
Conference contest Monday.
Gelston took the accomplishment
in stride. The veteran of 16 seasons
just leaned back in his chair and
iiis iiiiiis iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN s s t iiis iflie is it fli

M O N T C L A IR S T A T E (1 1 4 )
H olland
10
Sherrod
3
M u rra y
1
Oakes
4
G regory
0
S m ith
2
Jlm lne z
1
M anning
2
Zoppa
1
Hughes
4
A uerbacher
8
K E A N C O L L E G E (8 4)
W arner
I. W ilson
H ill
T o m k in s
M ueller
T lp la d y
T ro y
B lrl
Forem an
B. W ilson
R. W ilson
MSC (1-2), 1-1)
Kean (2-2, 1-1)

M O N T C L A R IO N /B la ls e D iF e d e le

UP FOR A N easy two pointer is Montclair State's Tyrone Sherrod during
action o f the Indian’s 114-84 laugher over Kean College Monday night at
Panzer Gym. MSC's Ken Zoppa (21) and Daryl Gregory (11) stand by to make
sure these two o f Sherrod's 11 points fall through the hoop.

45
40

2 22
5 11
8 .10
4 12
2
2
0
4
0
2
4
8
4
2
2 10
9 19

3 4
4 3
4 5
5 4
4 0
0 2
2 0
0 1
5 0
3 0
1 3

10
11
13
14
8
2
4
1
10
6
5

69
4A

114
84

modestly stated, "The win meant
more to me than any personal
achi evement .
We
shot well
throughout the game to overcome
the excessive turnovers which we
must cut down on as the season
progresses."
The victory was the first in three
games for the Tribe. It was a game
which saw the lead change many
times in the early going. But the
•Tribe took the lead for good by

wiping out an 18-17 deficit w ith a
10-polnt spurt.
SENIOR PAT Hagen came o ff the
bench to lead the charge as he rolled
in a driving layup to give the Indians
the lead. Chuck Holland, making his
first start of the season, pumped in
three consecutive jumpers from long
range to break it open.
The senior from North Plainfield
scored most of his 22 points on a
10-25 shooting performance from the
floor as the Indians exploited the
undisciplined defense of the Squires.
After Holland led the early streak,
the closest the visitors could get was
at 45-42 early in the second half. At
that point, Holland hit for two
baskets, and Tyrone Sherrod and Jeff
Auerbacher each had one field goal
to put the game out of reach.
"Holland was open on most of
our fast breaks so it was his choice to
shoot or pass off for a closer shot,"
Gelston noted.
Kean pressed from the opening
tap, a tactic that has troubled MSC in
its first two games. But freshman
guard John Oakes showed more poise
In handling the defensive pressure,
continually dribbling through the
Squires. But he also had a new
backcourt partner to work with.
Gelston moved Holland from forward
to guard to give the Indians an
experienced
ballhandler
in the
backcourt, and the move paid off.
"WE GAMBLED that we could
beat them down the floor and
fortunately for us it couldn't have
worked out better as the margin of
victory indicates," Gelston beamed.
"Moving Holland back there made
things happen that haven't happened,
and Oakes came of age. He matured
and withstood the pressure."
The Indians shot 63% from the
field and ran up the most points a

Gelston-coached
team has ever
was
p ro d u ce d .
It
also
the
second-highest total ever by a
Montclair State squad.
After Holland, Auerbacher led the
Tribe's scoring w ith 19 markers,
while Oakes had 12, Sherrod had 11,
Larry Hughes had 10 and Keith
Murray had 10. John Manning, in his
return to the Tribe lineup had eight
points and helped out on the boards.

Chuck Holland
Leading Scorer

Owen Tomkins led the Kean
attack w ith 14 points while Lenny
Hill contributed 13 for the Squires.
The win has to lift the spirits of
the Tribe, and it may mark a
turnaround in MSC's drive for the
NJSCAC flag.
I m hopeful now that we're
untracked and w ill take it from
here," Gelston said.

Manning Welcomed Back
By John Delery and Hank Gola
Monday's 114-84 win over Kean
College brought more than one smile
to the lips of MSC hoop coach Ollie
Gelston. Besides the Indians' first win
of the year, it marked the return to
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John Manning
Back in Lineup
the lineup of John Manning, who had.
sat out the first two games recovering
from a broken jaw.
Manning, who scored eight points
and hauled in eight rebounds while
seeing limited action against Kean,
nevertheless exhibited the same

toughness that famed him as the
Tribe's toughest man off the boards.
Gelston inserted Manning midway
through the first half when the game
was still close and the change in the
game's pace was evident. Whereas,
before the Squires were getting
second chances at the hoop.
Manning's entry was responsible for
holding the visitors to one shot.
"H AVIN G MANNING in the
lineup for the first time this season
gave us more inside rebounding and
scoring power," Gelston enthused.
"He adds the power dimension to our
lineup and is the most physical guy
on the team, He can pull down the
ball in traffic and get our fast break
going w ith the long outlet pass,"
Manning still wasn't that pleased
with his performance. " I was a little
rusty; I'm just rounding into shape,"
the aggreeable sophomore explained.
"The biggest thing for me right now
is the psychological effect. I've got to
stop thinking about the injury or I
w on't play to the best of my ab ility."
Manning broke his jaw on August
9 and he wasn't able to get a doctor's
permission to play until December 5,
some four months later.
"I've been practicing to some
degree since the first day of
practice," Manning said.
I could
shoot around, but I just couldn t get
into any of the contact drills.

THE 6-FOOT-5 product of Seton
Hall Prep summed up his game saying
that his mates count on him for
rebounding and defense.
"I'm not a great leaper so I must
rely on boxing out and strength to
grab the rebounds," he noted.
Manning's
greatest
collegiate
performance came at Madison Square
Garden last season, when he was put
to the test of knocking heads with
Grambling's 7-0 center. Then a
freshman, Manning responded by
pulling o ff 18 caroms in a 74-69
upset.
"M y weakness is that I really
d o n 't
have
offensive
moves,"
Manning remarked.
But that lack doesn't bother
Gelston. "He got our team together.
Manning doesn't attempt to do
anything he can't. He knows his
weaknesses, and takes advantage of
his strengths."
"H e pulls down the big bound
when we need it and is the only
legitimate shot blocker on the team,"
Gelston admits.
M O N T C L A R IO N /B la ls e D iFedele

So Manning's return may be just
what the doctor ordered as the
Indian's start their quest for a
winning season and another NJSCAC
championship.

BODY ENGLISH: Montclair State forward Ken Zoppa (21) tries to give his
shot a little help with a twist o f his body. The shot missed but the Indians
were on target most o f the time in their 114-84 win over Kean College
Mondau night at Panzer Gym, The win squares o ff the Tribes NJSCAC record
at 1-1.

MSC’s Vinnie Tundo (top) has 142 pound opponent Mike Wilner to himself

as ref Joe Sera watches.

MSC lost, 20-17
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M S C Shoots for Eagles Tonight
By Hank Gola
While most of an expected sellout
crowd at Panzer Gym w ill be
concerned mainly w ith the outcome,
there w ill be more on the line when
Bob Bubb brings his ninth-ranked
Clarion State wrestling squad to MSC

Chuck
Don
Coryea
Rohn
in an 8 pm start tonight.
The Golden Eagles, already o ff to
a 3-0 start w ith wins over Ashland
College, Mansfield State, Oswego
State, have become the most highly

respected school in college wrestling.
Competing as a College Division
team. Clarion has had five university
division champs in the last three
years, more than any other school.
As far as Indian coach Larry
Sciacchetano is concerned, it's going
to be the biggest match in Montclair
§tate history.
"IT 'S EVEN more important than
the Oregon State match last year,"
Sciacchetano observed. "Clarion has
the charisma. Anywhere you go in
the coOntry, all the wrestling talk is
about Clarion. Even in New Jersey,
they're name is magic."
A w in over the Eagles would be a
neat feather in the Indians' headress.
" I t could certainly make a reputation
for us," Sciacchetano said. And the
chance of that happening isn't
remote at all, according to Bubb.
"We've been hit w ith injuries,"
complained the six-year coach. "I've
never seen it this bad since I've been

here. It gets so that I don't look
forward to going to practice at
nights."
Bubb's not as poverty-striken as
he claims though. He does have Don
Rohn, a university division champ at
142 two years ago and a third place
finisher
last year, along with
heavyweight Chuck Coryea.
ROHN W ILL be wrestling at 150,
where his only loss has come in the

A
Bob Woods
Makes Weight Again

victory. Woods bested the University
o f Rhode Island's John Richard
Saturday for four points that
temporarily put the Indians ahead
11-9 in their 20-17 loss to the Rams.
But
many
people may be
wondering how a wrestler who is
supposed to watch his weight so
meticulously could afford to eat so
much and still hope to wrestle at top
form . The answer is quite simple. For
the first part of the week Woods
went on a diet that restricted his
food intake almost in half.
Woods whose usual body weight
fluctuates between 170 and 175
started out his training routine by
cutting out all breakfasts. He ate only
tw o meals a day so he could get
down to the necessary 158 pound
level. According to him he "cuts
down on all liquid consumption by
about 50 percent." He also cuts out
all trips to the water fountain. "The
body doesn't know when it has had
enough to drink so it is easy to put
on fou r.o r five pounds in no time at
a ll," Woods explained.
TWO DAYS before the match he
also cut out dinner to give him a

Golden Eagle.
"Those are their big men,”
Sciacchetano said of the two
standout grapplers. "They usually
count on them for expected points,"
" I can't tell if Rohn still has the
form he's shown for two years,"
Bubb revealed. "B u t Coryea's beaten
everybody and has looked good in
doing it,"
Cont. on P. 10

URI’s Miro Does It Again
By John Deiery
KINGSTON, Rl -- University of
Rhode Island wrestler Ray Miro
pulled o ff a b it of deja vu Saturday.
Last season, the stellar heavyweight
pinned MSC's Bob Giaquinto with
only eight seconds to go to pull out a
22-20 victory. This year only the

W oods F o r g e ts H is W h e a tie s
KINGSTON, Rl- Picture anyone
eating fou r pancakes, three eggs w ith
toast and je lly, juice, milk and coffee
then going out and winning a
wrestling match, 18-7. Bob Woods
Montclair
State’s exciting
158
pounder owns both the menu and the

finals of the Penn State tourney this
• year, and his opponent is likely to be
Greg DiGioacchino, who has racked
up a 3-2 record while wrestling w ith a
broken nose.
Cor y ea,
t he
Pennsylvania
Conference champ as a freshman
before losing in the finals last year,
58-9
career
record.
has
a
Sciacchetano w ill likely send out Ed
Psota to meet the highly respected

chance to "splurge" the next day.
" I t takes a tremendous amount of
self dicipline not to eat for as long as
some wrestlers have to, head coach
Larry
Sc i a c c he t a no
no t e d .
Sciacchetano, himself a onetime
wrestler at MSC knows first hand the
anguish a wrestler has to go through
shedding those unnecessary pounds.
“ I played football during the fall and
would have to go from 225 to 190 so
I haw a good understanding of the
problems confronting these guys," he
went on.
The day of the UR I match Woods
weighed
in
five hours before
match-time then became what he
calls a “ weigh-in shopper," eating
goodies like Twinkies and Gatorade
to give him quick energy.
"Carbohydrates ans lots of sugars
are the things to eat right before the
match," Sciacchetano said. "They are
great energy builders. That's why we
usually have pancakes, toast or honey
before we wrestle." As funny as it
may seem Sciacchetano's idea of the
perfect wrestling meal would be a
mashed potato sandwich.
Cont. on P. 9

name was changed. Miro's pin of Ed
Psota was last second magic all too
familiar to the Indian wrestlers as it
gave the Rams a 20-17 win.
The pin wiped out a17-14 Indian
advantage before the last bout. Psota
was going into the last 1:18 seconds
tied 1-1 and would have won on
riding time. But w ith both grapplers
in the standing position, Miro
engineered a n ifty takedown and
quickly got the pin and the win.
A
d isap pointed
Larry
Sciacchetano still managed to take
the loss in stride, as the Indians
dropped their first match against four
wins.
"PSOTA WRESTLED great no
matter what the outcome," he
explained. "H e got tired and made
mistakes. He's in good shape but he
has to learn to pace himself and not
go fu ll t ilt all the tim e."
Sciacchetano also alluded to the
undersized mat at URI. Time and
time again the Tribe would get
takedowns but be out of bounds. " I
am not one for making excuses, but
small mats cut your takedowns in
half," he lamented.
Steve Caldwell was the chief
victim of the small mat, when he
took Tad Sargent down three times
in his 190 pound bout, but had to
settle for a 2-2 draw when each
takedown went for naught.
URI took the lead 9-0 by taking
the first three bouts in rather easy
fashion. Rich Appelbaum (118) beat
Vinnie Ungaro 7-3 while Scott
Pucino (126) rested a tough 6-2
decision from freshman Rich Numa
In what Sciacchetano thought was a
"super match against a definite

nat i onal s
contjnder."
Pucino's
younger
brother
Frank
(134)
rounded out opening matches with
an 8-1 pasting of Kevin Welter.
"WE THOUGHT that Pucino
(Frank) was good but not that
good," was the way Sciacchetano
explained the loss. "Kevin didn't
wrestle one of his better matches
although we thought he would still
w in," Sciacchetano commented.

Ray Miro
A Case o f Deja Vu
The Indians started to play catch
up from there, and 142-pounder
Vinnie Turido responded w ith a 14-3
superior decision, after barely missing
tw o
pins.
Greg
DiGioacchino
followed w ith a 2-1 squeaker over
Marty Periera to close the gap to 9-7,
and Bob Woods kept the streak alive
by registering an 18-7 superior
decision for an 11-9 MSC lead.
Cont. on P. 10

